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Overview

The UCI Medical Clinic wants a shoulder rehabilitation device that is portable but has self-stability. Patients 

need assistance with reaching their arm to higher elevations while allowing the extension of the elbow.

- Clinic has self-fabricated and purchased parts

- Enhances the patient’s available movements

- Optimizes normal movement patterns

- Self-fabricated Items

- PVC pipe push frame, PVC pipe (¼”) for overhead movement

- Purchased Items

- Saebo Glide: a pole that facilitates vertical motion

- UE Ranger: rotating rod that assists  with  various movements
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Objective

- Occupational therapists at the UCI Medical Center are looking for a portable shoulder device

- Rehabilitates the shoulder of patients with weak arms (due to stroke, spinal cord injury, or other diseases)

- Specifications for the device:

- Portable (the clinic has limited space)

- Accessible in a sitting and supine position

- Reproduce the trajectory of the hand during shoulder flexion over the head

- Provide a counter-weight to support the arm and allow an adjustable range of motion

- Want to connect the device to a computer and/or a smartphone and watch

- Track the patient’s progress

- Budget: $1000

4Crystal Militante



Gantt Chart - Progress From Week 2-5
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Figure 1: Gantt Chart for Week 2-5Lauren Lin



Research on Mobilization
● Approximate total arm weight: 

Males- 5.70% B.W. & Females- 4.97% B.W.

○ Average weight of 50-60 year old males in the U.S.: ~201  lbs

■ Arm weight is approximately 

5.70% = ~11.5 lbs

○ Average weight of 50-60 year old females in the U.S.: ~165lbs

■ Arm weight is approximately 

4.97% = ~8.20 lbs

● New device under guidelines will mainly target the anterior deltoid, the 

muscle used in shoulder flexion

○ Other muscles involved include the lateral deltoid, serratus anterior, 

upper and lower trapezius, etc.

6Kameron Ahmed

Figure 2: Shoulder Flexion 

Figure 3: Anterior Deltoid Muscle



Calculations 
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Design 1
Landmine Press
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Landmine Press - Overview

An adjustable, pivoting rod which supports and assists patients with shoulder movement in 
the sagittal plane

- Varying resistance bands can be attached to compensate for the weight of the arm
- The rotating rod is adjustable in length and location on the center beam 

- Accommodate for different heights and ranges of motions 

- Revolute joint allows for only one degree of freedom
- Usable sitting, standing, or lying down on a yoga mat
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Landmine Press - Design Process

- Initial design was complicated, and had limited uses 
- Next iterations were inspired by gym equipment
- Biggest issue was finding a way for the device to be used lying down, and finding a suitable 

base design                                     

10Tyler Sanchez

Figure 6: Landmine Press  Figure 4: Initial sketch Figure 5: Second Redesign  



Landmine Press - Demonstration
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Figure 7: Demonstration of Landmine Press  

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1s6GN7Kg6wYLyF-lObk1Xt618qMPV4dG3/preview


Landmine Press - CAD Model

- Rod Sizing 
- Rod fully extended - 6.0 ft

- Rod fully retracted - 3.5 ft

- Handle - 6 in

- Base Shape

- Base length from center beam- 2.0 ft

- Base legs extending from either side - 18 in
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Figure 8: CAD model of Landmine Press 

Figure 9: CAD fullv assembly of Landmine Press 



Landmine Press- Animation 
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- Device 
Movement

- Exploded View

Figure 10: Animation of Landmine Press 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/11pR9Fdum_pA1vRz2cg5M_tV1cmr-4jDj/preview


Landmine Press - Calculations 

- Torque induced by gravity
- Sum of the forces will help us determine 

ideal resistance bands for the average 
woman and man

- Calculate the torque when the rod is fully 
extended and retracted 

14Lauren Lin

Figure 11: Free body Diagram of a Three bar linkage from Kinematics, Statics, and Dynamics

Figure 12: Equations for the torques induced by gravity from Kinematics, Statics, and Dynamics 



Landmine Press - Bill of Materials (Prototype)
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COMPONENT MATERIAL QUANTITY UNIT COST *COST

BASE ROD 2” SCH. 40 PVC 3.5’ $2.19/ft $8.26

CENTER ROD 1.5” THIN WALL PVC 3.0’ $3.56/ft $11.51

HANDLE BAR 2” SCH. 40 PVC 0.5’ $2.19/ft $1.18

CENTER BEAM PERFORATED ALUMINUM ROD 5.0’ $12.66/ft $68.21

H-STAND ALUMINUM ROD 6.0’ $3.62/ft $23.42

MOUNTING PLATE 5/32” ALUMINUM SHEET 144 ft2 $0.15/ft2 $23.69

EYE-BOLTS ⅜”X4” ZINC PLATED 2 units $1.38/unit $2.97

*TOTAL $139.24

*The costs and total are estimates that include sales tax (7.75%) but are subject to change

Figure 13: BOM for the Landmine Press prototype

Lauren Lin

https://www.homedepot.com/p/JM-EAGLE-2-in-x-10-ft-White-PVC-Schedule-40-DWV-Plain-End-Pipe-531137/100161954
https://www.homedepot.com/p/VPC-1-1-2-in-x-24-in-PVC-Sch-40-DWV-Pipe-022015/202300503
https://www.homedepot.com/p/JM-EAGLE-2-in-x-10-ft-White-PVC-Schedule-40-DWV-Plain-End-Pipe-531137/100161954
https://www.lowes.com/pd/Steelworks-1-1-4-in-W-x-3-ft-L-Zinc-Plated-Steel-Perforated-Square-Tube/3049419
https://www.lowes.com/pd/Steelworks-1-in-W-x-8-ft-L-Mill-Finished-Aluminum-Square-Tube/3053565
https://www.amazon.com/Aluminum-Thickness-Rectangle-Protective-Polished/dp/B095GWX834/ref=asc_df_B08YFJ1JV4/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=509462282132&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=12964440797852393347&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9031528&hvtargid=pla-1268259457835&th=1
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Everbilt-3-8-in-x-4-in-Zinc-Plated-Eye-Bolt-with-Nut-807206/204273498


Landmine Press- Feasibility
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PROS CONS

- Usable in various orientations: can work on 
different arm muscles

- Most medical clinics already have resistance bands
- Length of the rod and height of the joint are easily 

adjustable
- Simple design

- Does not allow bending of the elbow at the highest 
point

- Multiple adjustment points: rod length, position on 
the center beam

- Bulky Base

Tyler Sanchez



Design 2
PinWheel
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PinWheel- Overview

A spinning wheel on a supported base that assists arm 
movement in the sagittal plane

○ Multiple hole locations for handlebar attachment:
○ Dual wheels enables use of both arms 
○ Accommodates for varying arm lengths &  range of motion 

○ Telescopic square post:
○ Connects the main wheel to the base
○ Adjustable height for sitting, laying down, and standing

○ Weight mount attached to the end of the wheels to act as a 
counterbalance:

○ Different weights available for optimal use
○ Collapsible for ease of portability

18Crystal & Kameron 

Figure 16: CAD model of PinWheel
 

Figure 14: Exploded View of PinWheel 

Figure 15: Weight Mount Sketch



Inspiration: 

- Upside down bicycle
- pirate ship wheel
- pegs for bikes
- gym equipment for backs

Key decisions:

- Keep wheel idea
- Pegs as handlebars
- Collapsible
- Adjustable holes

PinWheel - Design Process
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Figure 17: Initial Sketch 
Figure 18: Redesign

Figure 19: Collapsible Sketch of Design Figure 20: Current Sketch of Design  



PinWheel - CAD Model / Animation

PinWheel Sizing

- ~2.5 ft diameter
- Average arm length: 25 in.

Post Sizing

- Fully Extended: 8 feet
- Retracted: 4 feet

Handle Sizing

- Optimal handle diameter is 19.7 percent of the 
user’s hand length

- Avg. hand length for males: 7.6 in.
- Avg. hand length for females: 6.8 in.
- Therefore, optimal handle diameter ~ 1.5 in.

20Derek Ortiz

Figure 21: Animation of PinWheel 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Cac_-GJUGMAYw7rncTR7zztpY50WO9zW/preview


Design 2- PinWheel Calculations

● Can find force-balance equations due to the 
gravity loading

○ m1: bicep
○ m2: forearm

● resultant torques are linear in the applied 
forces, 

○ we can use the principle of superposition
○ calculate the gravity induced torques 

separately

no applied force at the tip we find:

These terms can now be added to the torque terms 
derived for balancing the force applied at the tip.
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Figure 23: Diagram shows the linkage of the user’s arm

Crystal Militante Figure 24: 2 Bar Linkage torque equation



PinWheel - Bill of Materials (Prototype)
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COMPONENT MATERIAL QUANTITY UNIT COST *COST

CONE HANDLES (3D-PRINTED) CARBON FIBER FILAMENT 1 $0.85/oz. $32.31

MAIN WHEEL WOOD 2 $24.99 $53.86

SQUARE POST STAND GALVANIZED STEEL 1 $9.625/ft. $62.23

WHEELS (FOR BASE) POLYURETHANE 4 $15 per wheel $64.65

BOLTS ZINC PLATED STEEL 16 $0.3264/pc. $5.63

HINGE ZINC ALLOY 4 $6.175/ft. $26.61

VELCRO NEOPRENE/NYLON 30 in. $1.983/ft. $5.34

PINS STAINLESS STEEL 2 $4.645/pc. $10.01

*TOTAL $260.64

*The costs and total are estimates that include sales tax (7.75%) but are subject to change

Figure 25: BOM for the PinWheel prototypeDerek Ortiz

https://www.amazon.com/Printer-Filament-Dimensional-Accuracy-Printers/dp/B08MTRCWHS/ref=asc_df_B08MTRCWHS/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=475793314310&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=1934661631233567371&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9031558&hvtargid=pla-1155746435206&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Western-Hanging-Vintage-Cartwheel-Decorative/dp/B0BGHJBND9/ref=sr_1_107?crid=K78QBURVK4JA&keywords=wooden%2Bwheels&qid=1666933565&qu=eyJxc2MiOiI1LjE2IiwicXNhIjoiNS4yNCIsInFzcCI6IjQuODcifQ%3D%3D&sprefix=wooden%2Bwheel%2Caps%2C145&sr=8-107&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/DOGIPOT-1301-P-Galvanized-Telescopic-Square/dp/B010VBM794/?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_w=d5e45&content-id=amzn1.sym.8cf3b8ef-6a74-45dc-9f0d-6409eb523603&pf_rd_p=8cf3b8ef-6a74-45dc-9f0d-6409eb523603&pf_rd_r=T51FN2D80NR2PW9S5ZYQ&pd_rd_wg=4iYkk&pd_rd_r=41b5873e-07f1-4bcf-9a80-0d9eb0841f73&ref_=pd_gw_ci_mcx_mi
https://www.uline.com/Product/Detail/H-5746/Stainless-Steel-Workbenches/Casters-for-Stainless-Steel-Worktable-Set-of-4?pricode=WB9498&gadtype=pla&id=H-5746&gclid=Cj0KCQjw--2aBhD5ARIsALiRlwCgSSsTLlmVqC9lu2Ept9VMTQsdSL1Vwn87fiJVojg5o_QP3VeDajAaAuKkEALw_wcB
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Everbilt-3-8-in-16-x-1-in-Zinc-Plated-Hex-Bolt-25-Pack-800820/204281551
https://www.amazon.com/Self-Supporting-Furniture-Hardware-Folding-Tabletop/dp/B07GXPVFRY?source=ps-sl-shoppingads-lpcontext&ref_=fplfs&psc=1&smid=AU3JB6LVSK9R2
https://www.amazon.com/Reusable-Cinch-Straps-15-Multipurpose/dp/B07FY3ZZPH/ref=asc_df_B07FY3ZZPH/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312350431870&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=16480264865335519003&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9031558&hvtargid=pla-583497435566&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Release-Diameter-Bimini-Usable-Length/dp/B07W65G6WW/ref=asc_df_B07W65G6WW/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=385587006643&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=2527386440850226169&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9031558&hvtargid=pla-895826312287&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=81269356729&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=385587006643&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=2527386440850226169&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9031558&hvtargid=pla-895826312287


PinWheel - Feasibility
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PROS CONS

- Self set up
- Optimal use for sitting, standing, and laying down
- Adjustable for any size 

- Inner part of wheel: use for smaller 
stretches reaching forward

- Outer part of wheel:  higher reach and 
stretching overhead

- Able to use both arms if needed

- Heavy
- Bulky
- Issues with portability 
- Unable to use both arms when lying down
- Significantly more expensive materials

Crystal & Kameron



Next Steps
Landmine Press

● Add a joint towards the end of the rod
○ Allow the elbow to bend when elevated

● Make the base able to fold
○ Improves portability of device

● Improve the design of the handle
○ Allows for grip rotation

24

PinWheel

● Update weight mount and handles 
design

● Material of pinwheel
● Add damper/ Stopper

○ prevent weight from damaging or colliding 
into the base

Leadson & Derek
Figure 26: Rotating Handle



Gantt Chart - Week 6-10
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Figure 27: Gantt Chart for Week 6-10



Thank You
Any Questions?
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Resources
https://www.healthline.com/health/average-hand-size#children
https://robslink.com/SAS/democd79/body_part_weights.htm
https://www.verywellfit.com/average-weight-for-a-man-statistics-2632139
https://people.csail.mit.edu/bkph/articles/Kinematics_Statics_Dynamics_2.pdf
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